THE DRG CENTER PRESENTS...

THE DRG TIPPING POINT

The surprisingly critical factors that transform DRG programming

The First Tuesday of the Month

SESSION | DATE
---------|------
The Untapped Power of Local Philanthropy | February 4, 8:00am EST
Adaptive Management: The Promises and Perils of Integrated Approaches | March 3, 8:00am EST
The Power of Storytelling: Photo/interview tricks to improve your story | April 7, 8:00am EST
The Change that Transforms: Reaching Goals Through Social and Behavioral Change | May 5, 8:00am EST
Youthquake: Leveraging the power of youth in civic and political engagement for DRG Outcomes | June 2, 8:00am EST

All session recordings and materials are saved on Learning Lab here

USAID Staff can also access the information on USAID DRG Pages here